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 *	habits of industry and order, they can only be restrained bj
4 rendering the communities to which they belong responsible
' for then  conduct,   and, if we could  quietly succeed m
' bringing each individual under the direct operation of our
' police, the effect, I doubt not, would be a great increase of
 *	robberies    I would, therefore, propose that, in the Mewasee
 *	villages, we should hold the Thakor responsible for the
 *	tribute, and for the maintenance of the public tranquillity
 *	He might be required to give security, if necessary, and
 *	should be required to restore stolen property, and to give up
' offenders, but he should be under none of the regulations
4 applicable to mookhee putels, and it should rest with the
' magistrate what offences to notice in his village    All serious
 *	crimes ought, of course, to be noticed, and the criminal
 *	should be demanded of the Thakor    The demand should be
' enforced by a mohsul and a daily fine     Obstinate neglect
 *	might be punished by apprehending the Thakor, and re-
 *	sistance by attacking him as a public enemy     Complaints
 *	of a serious nature against the Thakor personally, should be
 *	investigated m a summary way by the collector, before he
' proceeded to apprehend the accused , when it became neccs-
 *	sary to apprehend him, he should be made over to the
' criminal judge in the usual manner     Thakors habitually
' guilty of connivance at plunder, might be deposed and im-
 *	prisoned, the office of chief being made over to another
 *	member of the family , or their villages might be garrisoned
' by troops, and deprived of all Mewasee privileges
* No tulatees should be appointed, and the tribute should be
 *	kept nearly stationary    A small increase mignt be put on
 *	suitable cases to preserve the right of the government, but,
 *	in general, the greatest profit should be left to the villages,
'to encourage their attending to agriculture     Civil justice

 *	ought, in most cases, to be allowed to take its course, but, in
*some villages, it would be expedient for complaints to be
 *	made, in the first instance, tp the magistrate, who might de-
 *	eide whether to send them to the court3 or to settle them by
 *	punchayets, supported by mohsuls '
We must here take leave of the subject, to which we have
already devoted more space than we can well afford, though

